1. In *Ways to Make Sunshine* by Renee Watson, at which friend’s birthday party does Ryan’s hair puff out in the pool?
   A. Amanda (pg 84-87)

2. In *New From Here* by Kelly Yang, what does Mrs. Turner offer to do for students when the libraries close?
   A. Bring the books to their house (pg 314)

3. In *Rez Dogs* by Joseph Bruchac, In Malian’s father’s story, who teaches the bird new songs, and sleeps with bears in their dens?
   A. The Woman who Walks Alone (pg 128-129)

4. In *Ways to Make Sunshine* by Renee Watson, what was Kiki going to do for the talent show before she got sick?
   A. Be the MC (pg 162)

5. 2 part: In *The Midnight Children* by Dan Gemeinhart, what are two things each Ragabond page has for each kid?
   A. Their real names, their stories, a knot tied at the top, fears, dreams OR memories

6. In *Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom* by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams, over what sea does Zeus sail to the oracle of Delphi?
   A. The Mediterranean Sea (pg 27)

7. In *From the Mixed-up files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler* by E.L. Konigsburg, in order to run away, what treat did Claudia skip for more than three weeks?
   A. Hot Fudge Sundaes (pg 6)

8. In *The List of Things that Will Not Change* by Rebecca Stead, what does Bea’s mom call the activity when you dance and do chores at the same time?
   A. A working dance party (pg 47)

9. In *The Trouble with Chickens* by Doreen Cronin, what causes JJ to call off his initial scent search for the missing chickens?
   A. Rain (pg 16)

10. In *Allergic* by Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter, what is the word for flakes of animal skin that cause Maggie’s allergic reactions?
    A. Dander (pg 32-33)
11. In The Lion of Mars by Jennifer L. Holm, what animal appears in the digi-pic of Meem's birthday on earth?

   A. A pony (pg 36)

12. In Flor and Miranda Steal the Show by Jennifer Torres, what book is Lexanne reading to help her become a dentist?

   A. Diseases of the teeth and gums (pg 31)

13. In Flor and Miranda Steal the Show by Jennifer Torres, what song does Miranda decide is "too slow" and "too easy" for her main stage performance?

   A. Mi Ranchito (pg 172)

14. In A True Home by Kallie George, what is the very last item on Mr. and Mrs. Sudsbury's list of special requests?

   A. Binoculars (pg 47)

15. In Molly and the Twin Towers: a 9/11 Survival Story by Jessick Fleck, what sort of sock is Molly running in when she loses her shoe?

   A. A black-and-white polka-dot sock (pg 68)

16. In The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste, what is Hugo's role in the village?

   A. The Baker (pg 11)